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SCHREINER HOUSE
Sharon Ries

There are several remarkable ways in which the Schreiner House
project -an initiative of a museum concerned with South Mrican
iiterature in English- spills over into the concerns of envir_,nmental education with application equally to the urban and the
natural environment. This article focuses on the role played by
Schreiner House in the conservation of this country's architectural heritage; explores the manner in which the House contributes
to providing a social record of the late nineteenth century, and perhaps most significantly - examines how, through highlighting
the writing of 01 ive Schreiner, the House indirectly demonstrates
tne living link iooginative literature can provide with the
environment.

INTRODUCTION
On 7 November 1986 an unusual project reached completion when Schreiner House at 9 Cross Street,
Cradock, was handed over to the National English
Literary t~useum (NEU~), Grahamstown. The project is
unusual, for although it is not a novel idea to
commemorate famous authors and i llus trate their
domestic environments by preserving their homes, this
is the first instance of such a project on national
museum level for a South African English writer. The
project was IT'Ode possible by a donation of R40 0~0
from AA Mutual Life and through the generous asSlStance of the Cradock Town Council and Municipality.
The House will serve as a gallerY devoted priiT'Orily
to South Africa's first great Eng lish writer, Olive

There are several reiT'Orkable ways in which the
Schreiner House project - an initiative of a museum
concerned with South African literature in English spills over into the concerns of environmental education with application equally to the urban and the
natural environment. I should like to draw attention
to some of these during the course of this article.
In doing so, I will focus on the role played by
Schreiner House in the conservation of this countrY's
architectural heritage; explore the IT'Onner in which
the House contributes to providing
social record of
the late nineteenth centurY; and, perhaps most s ignificantly, examine the way in which, through highlighting the writing of Olive Schreiner, the House
indirectly demonstrates the living link iiT'Oginative
li terature can provide with the environment.

a

ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE
The house in Cross Street, apart from having once
been the home of Olive Schreiner, also possesses
architectural merit, especially in its restored state.
Yet, in 1983, the centenary of the publication of
Schreiner ' s best-known novel The Story of an African
Farm , the house was for sale and in danger of demoliti on. Without its association with Schreiner, the
historical va lu e of the house would have been over looked and an important feature of the urban environment l ost forever.

Schreiner .
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01 ive Schreiner came to Cradock in 1867 when she was
twelve, in the wake of the collapse of her parental
home after her father's insolvency. Her brother
Theo (23 in 1867), headmaster of the local public
school, was head of the little household, with their
sister Ettie (17) as housekeeper. In the following
year their younger brother Will, then eleven, joined
them. The four remained together until 1870 when
Thea and Will went to seek their fortune at the newly
discovered diamond fields. Ettie stayed in Cradock
to run a sma 11 school. 01 i ve, at the age of fifteen,
left to become a governess with the Orpen family in
Barkly East.
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the state in which Olive would have known it. This
involved a considerable amount of detective work, for
the house had been substantially altered over the
intervening years: for instance, no original wooden
windows or doors remained, floors were concrete and
the fireplaces had been removed. Only the shell of
the house rerreined to give some clue to the original
appearance and even here, only certain later changes
were obvious, such as the precast concrete verandah
which was added sometime during the 1930s. Other
additions to the original core of the house were
discerned by carefully examining the various roof
coverings.
The problem of authentic restoration was exacerbated
by the fact that no old photographs or sketches of
the house could be traced. It became clear that
restoration by anastylosis would be the only viable
method that could be employed. Professor Radford
describes this process in the following way:
"What this means. broadly speaking, is that the
original c.1870 appearance of the house was reconstructed by closely examining a broad range
of existing old houses in Cradock and by perusing all relevant visual material, such as
sketches and photographs of the period. From
this a pattern was abstracted, and on the shell
of the existing building a series of 'typical'
solutions were imposed to give it a definite
form. "
(Radford, 1987, pp.8-9).
The house as it is now is an example of a typical
nineteenth-century Karoo townhouse and allows a
fairly good picture of the domestic architecture of
that period. This is of significance as it is one of
the oldest dwellings still standing in Cradock, others
having been destroyed in the floods during the 1970s.
(It seems from the title deeds that the original core
of the house was built sometime between 1847 and
1852).
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01 ive appears to have started writing t1-10 stories
while she lived in Cradock (called 'Rain' and
'Diamonds'), but not surprisingly no record from this
period survives to bear witness to her emergent
creative genius. Nevertheless, it was in Cradock
that her religious and philosophical convictions were
given form, and in Cradock where she made friendships
which 1-1ere to play a role in directing her activitles
for the next eleven years. She returned to the
district in 1875 and while moving from one post of
governess to another she continued with her writing.
AA Mutual Life became interested in the house at 9
Cross Street through r~s Lucille Gillwald who in 1983
directed Stepher: Gray's play Schr.~:-in.::r. The production won one of the quarterly VITA Av1ards sponsored
and administered by the company. At the celebratory
luncheon, Ms Gillwald drew attention to the existence
and uncertain future of Olive Schreiner's former home
which she had visited during the course of her research. The company took the initiative and with
active support from the National English Literary
r~useum and the Cradock Tovm Council and Municipality,
acquired the house and began the restoration work.
The reconstruction was undertaken by the Cradock Town
Engineer's Department along 1 ines determined by the
architect, Professor Dennis Radford, of the University of the Witwatersrand. His aim was to restore the
house in form and content as closely as possible to
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Clearly, Schreiner House, preserved e~sentially for
its literary connection, can be percewed as also
having a role in environmental .education wi~h
specific reference to the arch1tectural hentage
within the urban landscape.

A visit to the back area of Schreine r House reveal s
a traditional small townhouse garden of c.1870.
These gardens were of necessity very utilitarian but
not with out charm. As one might expect, most of the
planting concerned itself with the growing of useful
fruit-bearing trees and herbs. An impressive
feature of the garden is the original cistem into
which rainwater from the roof was led. It is 1 ikely
that its purpose in the semi -arid Karoo climate was
to conserve a good supply of drinking water for the
inhabitants of 9 Cross Street.

SOCIAL RECORD
Structural and archaeological evidence made it possible to ascertain the form of the house in the late
1860s. The information that was gained from an
examination of the plan and spaces of the house contributes substantial l y to an understanding of the
layout of a typical late ninete~nth-centuT_"Y mid~le
class home in Cradock. It cons1sted of fwe ma1n
rooms: the original three (which probably consisted
of a bedroom, lounge and kitchen) onto which a
diningroom and 'stoepkamer' had been added.

The restored house has been semi-furnished with items
from the relevant period.
ENVIRONt~ENT

IN IMAGINATIVE LITERATURE

There are many different ways of observing and in terpreting the environment, as the work of naturalists,
historians, archaeologists, geologists and painters,
to name only a few, has demonstrated. Schreiner
House in Cradock, a symbolic centre for the commemoration of 01 ive Schreiner as a writer and woman of
great insight and influence, indirectly draws attention to the perception of the environment as presented
by the writer of imaginative 1 iterature. This perception is a peculiarly complex on'e. As I see it, although essentially a c rea ti on of the imagination,
the writing is at once a record of the individual
author's memory and of the age in which he or she
1 ived as well as a view of the particular environment
being described. Another consideration to be borne
in mind is that such writing will seldom be intended
as a physical description only. More usually, this
description will be suffused with instructional,
polemi c al and /or symbolic intent.

Unfortunatel y, as I mentioned earlier, no surviving
documentation as to how the house was used during
the Schreiners' residence could be traced and determining which room Olive Schreiner used as a bedroom
is one of the still unsolved problems . Dr. Radford
has proposed that she may have used the 'stoepkamer',
but there seems to be no way of proving this.
During the restoration process, care was taken to .
maintain an authentic colour scheme and other deta1ls .
For instance, although turquoise-blue may strike a
present- day visitor as an unusual choice for wal l s in
a kitchen, it was widely used at the time in the
belief that it would serve as a deterrent to fl1es .
In the kitchen, reflecting the c ustom of that time,
the old ' misvloer' has been relaid.
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In the oldest part of the house a panel has been
left to show vi si to rs the composition and method of
construction of the walls during the mid-nineteenth
century . . At that time cement was imported, expensive
and therefore us ually used only for plastering externally. An examination of the panel area shows
that soft sun- dried brick set in mud mortar was used.
Unlike the more sophisticated but less flexible building methods of the late twentieth century, this form
of construction has the advantage of all owing the
building to move with the effects of seasonal changes
without cracki ng.

Nonetheless, I propose than an author's perception
permeates our view of the environment in that we as
readers are al l knowingly or unknowingly influenced
by these 'descript ion s ' and many of us gain enormous
pleasure f rom , for in stance, associating places with
scenes featuring in fiction or poetry. In some instances, details gl eaned in this way may form the
only impression we have of a particular place at a
part i cul ar time - no matter that th is impr ession may
be at variance with the information available from a
1 ess s ub jective source .
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Schreiner 1 s novels are of particular interest in the
last-mentioned connection, for as a writer born and
bred in Southern Africa, she was concerned to estab1 ish sol idly the physical presence of the indigenous
environment in her writing. In this preoccupation
her work may be seen to herald the dawn of a new
consciousness in imaginative writing about subSaharan Africa. This is most apparent in her highly
acc1a imed novel, The Story of m: l.fr>ic.::m Farm ( 1883),
during the course of which she explodes stock Victorian images and accompanying prejudices about 1 Africa'.
That this was Schreiner~s conscious intention is evident from the preface to the second edition of her
book where she states:

"It has been suggested by a kind critic that he
would better have liked the little book if it
had been a history of wild adventure; of cattle
driven into inaccessible 'krantzes' by Bushmen;
'of encounters with ravening lions, and hairbreadth escapes'. This could not be. Such
works are best written in Piccadilly or in the
Strand: there the gifts of the creative imagination untrarrmelled by contact with any fact, may
spread their wings.
But, should one sit down to paint the scenes
among which he has grown, he will find that the
facts creep in upon him. Those brilliant phases
and shapes which the imagination sees in far-off
lands are not for him to portray. Sadly he
must squeeze the colour from his brush, and dip
it into the grey pigments around him. He must
paint what 1 ies before him."
(Schreiner, 1986, pp:23-24).
Successive generations of South African writers
working in English have followed Schreiner's imperative to use what lies before them as the stuff of
their imagination. The time is surely long overdue
for incorporating these views into the stuff of
environmental education.
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Note..!!:

*

O.Ltve.' .o liu wWt CJW.dock Welte. .otJteng.thCJ1e.d ..in
189 2 whe11 .ohe me.t Samuel. CJtOi'l.W!Uglt:t, -the;1 6a.lun{.ng
on K~~a.n:tzpta.a..o a.nd ta.:teJt, .i.n 1&94, rm.Jt.II.ie.d h.im.
He:t a..tta.chmen.t .to .the. rl..Wt:Li..c...:t .i..6 a.pp:uz.e.n..:t .i.n h Vt
w.C;h to be bur..i.ed on Bu66el.okop, cou.tlt o6 CIUldock,
vJuvz.e. .i..n 1921 <.\he «tt.!! Jte-.i.n.teNte.d.

*

All ex.h,W.W.on ti..:tte.d Olive Sc:hreiner: A Personal
AZbum, mou.n.te.d bu NELM and u.oing phot.og!Utpft.o &nom
.thc..i.Jt CoU.e.c.lio11: 1.A on d.Upf.a.y a.:t Sc.fvteA.nVt Hou..6e.
CommenroM.Uve envelope.6 and po<.\.tca.tu:i6 o6 Sc.hneineJt
aiLe a.£.oo a.va.ila.bie..

*

A \.:.i..6d .to ScJur..eineJt Hou..oe. a:t 9 CMM S:Ctte.e..t,
CJUtdoc.k c.an be a.JtJta.nged by c.onta.cWtg .the. CWUt.tOIL.,
~k;. Paddy O~tpen on (0481} 5251.
The Hou;e .U.
open du.Wtg bu.o.i..nv..-6 hoi.Lil..6 on wc.ehda.y.o, exctadiHg
pubt.i.c hol!..ida.!I~.
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FuJt..tiu.Yz. enqu..Uu:.u abw..t South A61Lic.an t.i:tCM:fulte
-&1 EngLU.h 6ftoufd be addltu.!~e.d .to The V-Utc.ctolt,

Nationa..t Eng.t.i...sh Ldvuvt.y /llu.oeum, P1Uva.tc. Bag
1019, GIUlltam;town 6140. Tel.ephone (0461}21095/
21042.

